Conducting Past Life Regressions
YES. A past life regression intensive for soul seekers and spiritual therapists who want to learn the
basics of past life recall. An understanding of hypnosis will be useful but not necessary. More
experienced therapists can broaden their skills in the area of past life therapy. The intensive will be
experiential in that Stephen will demonstrate specific techniques on volunteers, and then the students
will conduct regressions on each other – supervised, of course, to assure a smooth and successful
experience. Allow soul a voice.
* I will supply hypnotic scripts. (I have translations in German, Slovene and Croatian - just ask)

Certificate of Attendance!
These topics will deal with Stephen's books: "Inner Journeys, Cosmic Sojourns" volumes 1 & 2
When? The dates are Two weekends... February 8 & 9, 15 & 16

Saturdays 2 - 6
Sundays 2:30 - 7
Where? The Fellowship - 620 14th Street
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
$200 Attendance Fee (scholarships are available; ask Stephen)

Stephen Poplin, M.A., CHT
515 708 7805
email - stephen@transpersonal.us
Stephen's program and travel schedule - http://www.transpersonal.us/globe.htm
bio:
Stephen Poplin, M.A., CHT, is a transpersonal hypnotherapist, sometime college instructor
(philosophy & humanities), and interfaith minister of the Fellowship of the Inner Light. He
moved to Virginia Beach, VA in 1981 to study the Edgar Cayce readings. During his 9 years
there, he began his professional career as a past life regressionist and spiritual coach. He
attained the German state title of Heilpraktiker für Psychotherapie, which adds complementary
psychotherapy to his skills. As a therapist and teacher, he has clients nationwide and in Europe.
Stephen was the International Director of the Newton Institute for Life Between Lives
Hypnotherapy.
After years of study and revisions, he published "Inner Journeys, Cosmic Sojourns: Life transforming
stories, adventures and messages from a spiritual hypnotherapist's casebook" - A manual for living
disguised as books on reincarnation! Volumes 1 & 2
Here is the Amazon site: https://www.amazon.com/-/e/B071J54DGC
-stay awake https://stephen-poplin.com/

